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Cast 
 
CERI MATTHEWS  40s, quite attractive, intelligent.  Slight Welsh accent. 
 
PETER MATTHEWS Her husband: pleasant, good-humoured 
 
DAVE CARRINGTON Their neighbour.  30s or 40s. 
 
MARIUSZ LIPOK  20s.  Polish. 
(pronounced MAHreeush)   
 
MONA LANG  Ceri's masseuse and friend.  30s.  Well-groomed.   
     
RAI DEVEREUX  Ceri's solicitor and old university friend. 
 
HANNAH MATTHEWS 22, Ceri and Peter's daughter.  
 
 
 

Scene 
 
The kitchen-dining room of the Matthews' house.  They are reasonably well-off, with fairly 
conservative taste.  There is a breakfast bar separating the two areas, kitchen and dining room, 
approximately centre stage and connecting to the upstage 'wall', with 2 stools under the bar.  Stage 
right is the dining area, with a large dining table, at least 4 (if possible 6) chairs, and a sideboard 
UR.  Stage left is the kitchen area, with worktops, cupboards, a sink left and fridge upstage.  A 
cooker is not used so this may be assumed to be along the 'audience' wall.  There is a telephone 
on the breakfast bar, upstage.  Entrances consist of a door through to the garage DL ('garage 
door'), the back door further upstage in the left-hand wall, a door through to the hallway in the back 
wall of the dining area ('hall door') and French windows in the right-hand wall of the dining area, 
with a view of the garden.  A small window over the sink gives a view of anyone coming to the back 
door. 
 
 

Time 
 
ACT 1, Scene One: Saturday morning, April. 
 
Act 1, Scene Two: The following early evening. 
 
Act 2, Scene One: A Sunday afternoon the following autumn. 
 
Act 2, Scene Two: The following Friday evening. 
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ACT 1 Scene One 
The stage is empty.  Sound of a car running into the garage L, and stopping.  Doors slam.  The 
garage door opens and CERI enters, carrying shopping bags, which she dumps on a worktop. 
 
CERI  (shouting)  Don't forget the loo roll! 
 
PETER (off)  I can't see it. 
 
CERI  In the boot. 
 
PETER No, it's not. 
 
CERI  It's a ruddy great 12-pack.  You can't miss it. 
 
PETER Got it! (Door slams.  Ceri is putting the shopping away in cupboards and fridge.  Enter 
PETER from the garage, carrying the toilet roll and a suit wrapped in polythene.)  It wasn't in the 
boot.  You'd put it on the back seat. 
 
CERI  Sorry. 
 
PETER No problemo.  (He crosses to hall door) 
 
CERI  Don't put that suit straight in the wardrobe.  It'll need to air first. 
 
PETER Right. 
 
CERI  Hang it up in Hannah's room and open the window. 
 
PETER (off) Right. 
 
Ceri continues to unpack the shopping.  She switches on the radio (Radio 4).  The phone rings.  
She sighs, turns the radio off again and picks up. 
 
CERI  Hallo, Ceri Matthews . . . Oh, hi, Mona!  . . . No, we've just got back.  We're running 
a bit late.  Peter had to pick up his suit from the dry cleaner's – for Joanne's wedding – and there 
was a bit of a mix-up . .. Yes, no, that'll be fine.  Yes.  See you soon then.  Bye! 
 
Enter Peter from the hall. 
 
PETER Who was that? 
 
CERI  Mona, about the English lesson.  She wondered if he could come before lunch 
instead of this afternoon.  Some emergency with one of her clients. 
 
PETER (Helping her finish putting things away) How can you need an emergency massage? 
 
CERI  Well, if your back suddenly went on a Saturday, you wouldn't want to have to wait 
until Monday.  She really can help, you know. 
 
PETER I'll take your word for it.  (He opens a packet of raisins and eats a few.) 
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CERI  Hey, those are for a cake! 
 
PETER Well, you won't need the whole packet, will you? 
 
CERI  I don't know until I check the recipe.  Give them here.  (She reaches for the packet; 
he lifts it out of her reach)  Oh, come on, give them here.  (They dodge one way and the other.  
She tickles him in the ribs, and when he doubles up, grabs the raisins) Thankyou!  When you've 
quite finished pretending you're five years old! 
 
PETER That's not fair.  I'm more ticklish than you. 
 
CERI  Oh, go and do something useful, like wash the car.  I need to get straight if Mona and 
Mariusz are coming. 
 
PETER (looks round) It looks all right to me.  
 
CERI  It used to look all right to you the morning after Ben and his mates had been here 
partying. 
 
PETER A few beer cans. You couldn't expect Ben to clear up - the others would've thought 
he was pretty wet. 
 
CERI  About 20 beer cans, and glasses on every surface leaving wet marks, and about five 
packets of biscuits taken from the cupboards and left open so the biscuits went soft, crumbs 
everywhere, soggy teabags in the sink, cigarette stubs in the rose bed, ... 
 
PETER Well, at least it wasn't cigarettes stubbed out on the carpets as in our young day. And 
do you remember that time some gatecrasher threw up in the washbasin at my mum's and 
somehow pulled the basin off the wall, cracked the waste pipe, and we had to get a plumber to fix 
it? 
 
CERI  Yes, that was Jonathan who opened his big mouth in the pub and said he was going 
to a party.  We ended up with more gatecrashers than guests! Yes, I suppose we haven't done too 
badly with our two so far. 
 
PETER No drugs - at least as far as we know - no teenage pregnancies, no dropping out of 
school. 
 
CERI  OK, OK. But they are still both capable of reducing the house to a cross between a 
war zone and the aftermath of a hurricane in about 2 hours flat. 
 
PETER They're a bit untidy, I grant you.   But they're not here now.  I still think this place looks 
fine. But OK, OK (holds his hands up in surrender) I'll go and wash the flipping car. Could do with 
it anyway.  I don't want to give the little bleeders any excuse to write rude messages in the dirt on 
it. 
 
CERI  "Help, please wash me"? 
 
PETER Don't remind me!  I know exactly who did that as well, but I couldn't really punish him 
for it. The whole of Year Nine was laughing as it was. The whole school would've been in hysterics 
if I'd taken any notice. 
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CERI  Well, you always say discipline's a joke these days. 
 
PETER Which reminds me, we'd better book a taxi for this wedding. Unless you want to 
volunteer not to drink? 
 
CERI  How does that remind you? No, never mind, don't try to explain. Your thought 
processes remain a mystery to me. 
 
PETER That's why you married me, isn't it? Man of mystery and secrets. 
 
CERI  Yes, like how come you're incapable of putting the loo seat down after you've used 
it, no matter how many times I ask you. Now that's a mystery if you like! 
 
PETER I just don't see why it matters. I do try! 
 
 CERI  I know, love. Anyway, yes, I'll order a taxi. Oh, and speaking of drinking, Sue called 
yesterday and asked if we'd like to meet her and Gerry for a drink one night next week. Well, she 
said dinner, but I thought that'd be a bit much so we compromised on a drink. 
 
PETER (doubtfully) I dunno. There's this thing tonight, and the wedding next weekend, and 
you've got Tuesdays and Wednesdays booked, and you know what my Thursdays are like. I'm 
always knackered. 
 
CERI  I know you don't like doing stuff through the week these days. It's just ages since we 
saw them. 
 
PETER I suppose it is. When d'you have to get back to her? Can we see how I feel tomorrow? 
 
CERI  OK. I said I'd ring back today, but we can stretch it till tomorrow. It's OK, if you don't 
feel like it. I did say we were quite busy this week. 
 
PETER Sorry. It's just work, you know. 
 
CER  Yes, I know. 
 
PETER I just don't feel like turfing out again once I've got home. 
 
CERI  I know. 
 
Pause. Peter is about to say something further, apologetic, when there is a knock at the back door 
and DAVE's voice is heard calling out.  He opens the door without waiting for an answer.  He is 
carrying an electric drill. 
 
DAVE  Hallooo!  Anybody there?  Hi, there.  Peter, I'm returning your drill. 
 
PETER Right, thanks.  Did you get it up all right? 
 
DAVE  (roars with laughter; he is naturally loud and boisterous, with a rather simple sense 
of humour)  You might want to rephrase that, mate! 
 
PETER (grinning)  Sorry.  Did you manage to hang the picture? 
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DAVE  Yeah.  It was a bit tricky, mind.  First place I chose, felt like I was drilling into granite, 
because I just made no impression.  Nearly came back to you and complained you'd palmed me 
off with a dodgy drill, in fact.  But then a couple of inches to the left and it was fine. 
 
CERI  Is this that thing Annabel got from the gallery? 
 
DAVE  That's right.  Load of – (he glances at Ceri) well, not my cup of tea, know what I 
mean?  But she likes it.  Got to keep the women happy, eh, Peter? 
 
CERI  Well, this one will be ecstatic if you clear out of her kitchen for five minutes.  Go and 
play with the drill in the shed or something. 
 
DAVE  Aw, I was hoping for a cuppa. 
 
CERI  Five minutes! 
 
PETER Come on, mate, she means it.  She's got a student coming round. 
 
DAVE  What, that Polish bloke?  Well, at least he's making an effort with the language. Not 
like some of 'em. 
 
CERI  (rather coldly)  Some of who? 
 
DAVE  Come on, Ceri, you know what I mean. There's plenty of people come over here 
looking for a soft life, and expect everything to be handed to them on a plate. 
 
CERI  No, most of them are either fleeing an intolerable situation in their own country or 
they're intending to work. It's the citizens of this country who expect a soft life and everything on a 
plate. 
 
PETER (diplomatically)  Well, anyway, Mariusz has got a job, and he pays National 
Insurance, and as you say, he's learning English. 
 
CERI  Which he speaks pretty well, although he hardly knew a word when he came here. 
You know, when we were in Greece last year we met some Brits who had had a second home 
there for ten years, and they'd go into the local taverna and expect the menu to be in English. 
 
DAVE  Well, everyone speaks English, don't they? 
 
CERI  Honestly, Dave! 
 
PETER Come on, mate, let's put that drill back. (To Ceri)  What time did you say they were 
coming? 
 
CERI  (she looks at her watch) Oh, God, yes. I've got to get on. 
 
Dave allows Peter to shepherd him out of the back door.  Ceri shakes her head after them, and 
turns the radio back on.  She crosses to the dining area, takes an English dictionary, notepad and 
pens out of the sideboard and puts them on the table.  She glances at her watch and exits through 
the hall door. 
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PETER (off) Hello, hello.  Yes, she said you were coming.  (Enter MARIUSZ, followed by 
Peter)  That's right, just go on in. 
 
MARIUSZ Mona, she picks me up later. 
 
PETER Rightio.  (shouts) Ceri?  (no answer) She must be upstairs.  Would you like a cuppa? 
 
MARIUSZ Pardon? 
 
PETER A cup of tea.  Or coffee. 
 
MARIUSZ Oh, no, no, thank you. 
 
PETER Sure?  Because I'm putting the kettle on anyway. 
 
MARIUSZ No, I'm OK. 
 
He stands rather hesitantly in the kitchen.  Peter puts the radio off and the kettle on and starts 
putting mugs out, teabags in the pot etc. 
 
PETER How are you getting on?  With the English? 
 
MARIUSZ Is pretty good, I think.  Ceri is great teacher.  I think I'm making much progress. (He 
should speak with an accent, but quite fluently, making only certain specific mistakes. We need to 
take him seriously as a character, not see him as a comic foreigner stereotype.) 
 
PETER And this exam – when is it? 
 
MARIUSZ I have booked next month.  The 17th.  I think I am ready then. 
 
PETER You sound pretty good to me. Mind you, I'm hopeless at languages.  When we go on 
holiday, I leave the talking to Ceri. 
 
MARIUSZ You are maths teacher, I think? 
 
PETER Well, I was.  I'm a head now, for my sins – a head teacher – which is somewhere 
between an accountant and a diplomat.  I don't often get into the classroom these days. 
 
DAVE  (enters at back door)  Where's that cuppa then?  (to Mariusz) Oh, hello, mate. 
 
PETER Coming up.  (re-enter Ceri through hall door)  Oh, there you are.  He's here. 
 
CERI  So I see.  Come through, Mariusz. (Mariusz goes through to the dining area; he and 
Ceri sit at the table.  He takes a file out of his bag.)  Have you done your homework? 
 
During the next few pages, as the focus of conversation shifts, the lights may subtly dim and rise 
alternately on the two areas.  Those who are not talking do not freeze but continue acting not too 
obtrusively. 
 
MARIUSZ Sure.  Two exercises.  And I watched the news every day like you said. 
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CERI  (starts to mark his homework – most of the answers are correct. She has gone into 
'teacher mode')  How are you finding that?  What sort of percentage do you understand? 
 
MARIUSZ Maybe 70, 80%.  The main points I know, it's easy.  But sometimes the – the details 
are difficult. 
 
CERI  Well, remember I suggested you watch at 6 o'clock, and then if you don't get 
everything you can watch again at 10 o'clock, maybe with the subtitles on.  Then you get reading 
practice too. 
 
MARIUSZ Yes, I try that.  But Mona she says the news is boring, I must watch on computer. 
 
CERI  (laughs)  Oh, Mona!  Well, if she wants you to pass this exam, she'll have to put up 
with it. 
 
Meanwhile, Peter and Dave have been making tea, finding a packet of biscuits and so on.  Peter 
leans on a worktop; Dave pulls a stool out and sits by the breakfast bar.   
 
PETER So, where's Annabel this morning? 
 
DAVE  Pilates. 
 
PETER Ah!  (pause)  What exactly is pilates? 
 
DAVE  Search me, mate.  She's been doing it for over a year and I've yet to work it out. 
 
PETER She was on at Ceri to go with her, I think.  It's supposed to be good for your back. 
 
DAVE  Well, if Ceri takes it up, it'll be because she's got a bad back.  To be honest, Annabel 
just does it because it's trendy.  Since we joined this gym she's spent that much on sportswear, 
you wouldn't believe.  I mean it's only a few bits of lycra, and you're only going to sweat in it, aren't 
you, at the end of the day? 
 
PETER Well, Annabel's got the figure for it. 
 
DAVE  Oh, yes, she's kept herself looking good.  But that's my point, really.  She looks good 
in anything, pretty much.  Why does she need to spend so much on sports vests or whatever they 
are? 
 
PETER Ours not to reason why. 
 
DAVE  You've said it, matey.  (pause)  D'you really think she looks good?  She's always 
going on about how having kids has ruined her figure. 
 
PETER I think some women just obsess about their looks. They're too fat, too thin - usually 
too fat! - their breasts are too small, too saggy, whatever. Hannah reckons it's our fault - men's, I 
mean. 'If women weren't afraid of being traded in for a younger, sportier model, they wouldn't be 
so bothered how they look.' I quote. 
 
DAVE  (grins)  Yeah, sounds like your Hannah. Bit of a women's libber, isn't she? But 
Annabel's always been like that, really. Since long before the kids came along. There's no reason 
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for it. What about Ceri?  I mean, she's still attractive, you know, for her age.  (he decides this wasn't 
very tactful)  Well, I mean, Hannah's – what – twenty now? 
 
PETER Twenty two.   
 
DAVE  Well, there you go.  You'd never think it to look at her.  Look at Ceri, I mean. 
 
PETER Right. 
 
Switch to dining area 
 
CERI  OK, you've used the present perfect here and it should be the past simple.  'I saw it' 
not 'I've seen it'.  Are you clear on that? 
 
MARIUSZ Yes, is clear. 
 
CERI  So tell me.  When do we use the present perfect? 
 
MARIUSZ When we don't know the time – like 'I have seen the movie', but you don't know when 
I have seen it. 
 
CERI  Yes.  I don't know when you saw it, and it doesn't matter, because I'm probably 
interested in whether you liked it.  Focus on the movie.  Whereas if you say 'I saw it yesterday', 
you're probably going to talk about the circumstances – did you go to the cinema or watch a DVD, 
who did you go with, and so on.  Focus on the action, the event. 
 
MARIUSZ So this – number 7 – it's the same. 
 
CERI  The same mistake, yes.  Good.  And everything else is fine.  Good work. 
 
Switch back to kitchen area. 
 
DAVE  To be honest, she does wind me up a bit.  Annabel, I mean, not Ceri.  Ceri's a doll.  
You're dead lucky. 
 
PETER Well, I think so. 
 
DAVE  How many years is it now?  Can't be far off your silver wedding, if Hannah's 22. 
 
PETER Yes, it's coming up next year.  July 25th.  Teachers all seem to get married around 
that date.  Beginning of the summer holidays.  We spent our honeymoon decorating the house, 
actually. Our old house, that is. 
 
DAVE  Two weeks in Antigua, us.  Nightclubs every night, sunshine, cocktails, you know. 
 
PETER Very nice. 
 
DAVE  Annabel's mate Sian had a week there, so of course we had to go for two.  It was OK 
but it cost a packet and you'd have got the same sort of setup in Marbella for half the price. 
 
PETER I suppose.  Still, you want it to be a bit special, don't you? 
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DAVE  Twenty four years.  We're just coming up to ten, and that seems long enough.  Twenty 
four will be a marathon. 
 
PETER I can hardly believe it's so long.  It's just . . . it hardly seems two minutes since we 
were newly weds in a half-furnished house, celebrating our first anniversary on spag bol and 
supermarket plonk. 
 
DAVE  I suppose time flies when you're happy.  You don't really notice that you're happy, at 
the time, things just happen, and boom! Ten years gone.  
 
PETER Yeah, well, happiness is different for different people. But elusive, yes, I grant you. 
 
(Pause; Dave has something on his mind but it's difficult to talk about)  
 
DAVE  You ever . . . you know . . . (he glances towards the dining area and lowers his voice) 
played away? 
 
PETER No, of course not!  Sorry, that sounded a bit self-righteous.  But no.  I mean, I notice 
pretty women, who doesn't?  But I've never seriously wanted to do anything about it.  Have you? 
 
DAVE  Not exactly. 
 
PETER What does 'not exactly' mean?  Surely either you have or you haven't? 
 
DAVE  (uncomfortable now he has raised the subject)  Well, you know.  A bit of a fumble at 
parties, that kind of thing.  Nothing serious. 
 
PETER (slowly)  And has Annabel? 
 
DAVE  Well, that's just it, mate.  I just have the feeling lately . . . it's probably my imagination.  
But I wondered if she's said anything to Ceri. 
 
PETER If she has, Ceri hasn't told me. 
 
DAVE  And she would, right?  You two talk about everything, I remember you told me. 
 
PETER Yes and no.  If someone told her something in confidence, she wouldn't repeat it.  
(hastily)  But I'm sure you're wrong.  Annabel . . . well, I mean, you're happy on the whole, aren't 
you?  And the kids are still young – she wouldn't mess them about. 
 
DAVE  Maybe not.  But lots of women do.  Isn't the divorce rate in this country the highest 
it's ever been, or something? 
 
PETER (not comfortable with the subject, but feels he should say something helpful)  If you're 
really worried, why don't you just ask her?  Wouldn't it be better to have it out in the open than go 
on suspecting? 
 
DAVE  What makes you think she'd tell me the truth?  I'm her meal ticket, right?  I mean, 
look at her mate Sian, the one I mentioned.  She was carrying on with this bloke for two years – 
two years! – and all sweet nothings to Mike, that's her husband, a decent bloke if a bit of a pratt – 
and then her fancy man got shot of his old lady and suddenly it's 'Bye, darling, I'm off!'   
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PETER That's a bit rough.  
 
DAVE  You're telling me! But Annabel didn't see it like that. Apparently Mike was boring, Sian 
was unfulfilled, he took her for granted, so it was OK for her to treat him like shit. 
 
PETER I wouldn't say you took Annabel for granted. In fact ... (he breaks off, realising he's 
about to be tactless) 
 
DAVE  (a flash of bitter self-awareness) Boot's on the other foot? 
 
PETER No, no, not exactly that. But you do lots of things like - well, like this picture she 
wanted.  
 
DAVE  Like I said, load of shite, in my view.  
 
Switch to dining area. 
 
CERI  So, let's do a bit of practice of these tenses, shall we?  Tell me about yourself.  When 
did you come to this country? 
 
MARIUSZ One year and four months. 
 
CERI  A year and four months ago.  So you've been here over a year.  And when did you 
meet Mona? 
 
MARIUSZ Six – seven months ago.  She had new bathroom.  My boss, he is her friend.  He 
made – no, he fitted new bathroom for her. 
 
CERI  So you work as a plumber here. (She already knows this; it is just part of the language 
practice.)  Were you a plumber in Poland? 
 
MARIUSZ I go – I went to university.  I studied business.  But it's difficult in Poland.  I came here 
to make money, then I go back to Poland to start my business. 
 
CERI  Have you made a lot of money? 
 
MARIUSZ Not bad.  But now I don't know.  I meet – I met Mona.  No, I have met Mona.  Maybe 
I will stay in UK. 
 
CERI  I'm sure Mona hopes you will.  That's one reason why you're doing this exam, isn't 
it? 
 
MARIUSZ Yes.  If I stay, I need qualifications.  I don't want to be a plumber all my life. 
 
CERI  Well, I'm pretty sure you're going to get a good mark.  You've been working really 
hard.  Has Mona been helping you? 
 
MARIUSZ Sure.  She – can I say, she has helped me very much? 
 
CERI  Absolutely.  You're getting really good with the present perfect.  Now why don't you 
ask me questions.  Try a 'When ...?' 
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MARIUSZ OK. When did you meet Mona? 
 
CERI  About 4 years ago.  Now ask me something with 'How long ..?' 
 
MARIUSZ How long are you married? 
 
CERI  Mm.  What tense do we use with 'How long?' 
 
MARIUSZ Ah, sorry.  How long have you been married? 
 
CERI  Right.  Oh, lord!  Nearly 24 years.  Nearly as long as you've been alive, I should think. 
 
MARIUSZ You are happy?  I think you are happy.  Peter is a nice guy. 
 
CERI  (smiles) Yes, he is.  I'm pretty happy.  I mean, at my age you start to think about 
things you wish you'd done.  Maybe I got married a bit young.  I should have – I don't know – gone 
out into the world and had adventures, maybe.  Like my son, Ben.  He's in Thailand. (This has 
changed from language practice to a real conversation.) 
 
MARIUSZ You envy him? It's natural, I guess. 
 
CERI  Yes, I suppose I do. I mean, I'm not sure I'd want to go backpacking exactly, 
nowadays. But I kind of wish I had when I was his age. 
 
MARIUSZ It's not too late.  You are not old.  You look young.  You should go and have 
adventures. 
 
CERI  Oh, well.  I can't just drop everything.  I have responsibilities, you know?  Maybe 
when we retire. 
 
MARIUSZ You shouldn't wait.  Anything can happen.  Maybe it's not possible later.  Maybe one 
of you is ill, maybe pension is not enough – who knows? 
 
CERI  You could be right.  But I suppose – I suppose I'm scared of change, if I'm honest.  
For instance, once the kids leave home, what will it be like?  I know they're away at the moment, 
but they haven't officially left.  Ben will come back after his gap year, and Hannah still comes back 
for the holidays.  When they really go, life will be different, and that's scary enough.  If I started 
trying to do all the things I feel I've missed out on – no, I think I wouldn't feel like me any more. 
 
MARIUSZ Ceri Matthews, wife of Peter, mother of Hannah and Ben.  But you are more than 
this.   
 
CERI  Am I? I don't know. Don't you think we're all defined by our relationships? 
 
MARIUSZ No, I am not agree. Strong people, interesting people, they have friends, family, yes, 
but this is not who are they. No, who they are.  
 
CERI  Well, maybe I'm just not strong and interesting. I used to be, I think. I mean, I used 
to do stuff. When I was a student I went on marches and oh, I cared about things, you know, not 
just people.  But your priorities change. I've changed. 
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MARIUSZ Of course you change. Life is change. But you are still very interesting person, believe 
me.  
 
CERI  I'd like to. (glances at her watch)  Oh, look at the time!  We've only done half my 
lesson plan. 
 
Switch to kitchen. 
 
PETER What makes you think Annabel might be . . . you know? 
 
DAVE  Two or three times that I know of she's dumped the kids at her mother's when I've 
been at work.  I mean, she does that sometimes, like this morning, right, when she's got this class, 
but this was different, cause she never told me about it.  I just found out by chance, something her 
mother said.  So what was she up to, eh? 
 
PETER That's not much to go on, though.  She was probably just shopping. 
 
DAVE  No, when she's been shopping, I know all about it, believe me.  I get the fashion show 
afterwards. 
 
PETER Well . . . I still think you should ask her.  What makes you think she'd lie? 
 
DAVE  She's a woman, isn't she?  You're spoilt being married to Ceri.  I mean, fine, she tells 
you everything, always tells you the truth, but then, I bet she hasn't anything to hide.  I can't imagine 
her messing you around.  But Annabel – did I ever tell you how we got together? 
 
PETER I don't think so. 
 
DAVE  She was seeing my mate Johnny.  To be fair, he wasn't a good mate, not close, we 
just used to go for a jar occasionally, but still.  She'd be all lovey-dovey with him one minute, his 
hands all over her, like I wasn't there, and then she'd get up and go into the kitchen, say, and brush 
past me real close, like it was an accident, but it wasn't an accident, no way.  She had me gagging 
for it without even trying. 
 
PETER Well, perhaps she just wasn't serious about Johnny, and liked you better. 
 
DAVE  Or perhaps she just likes jerking men around.  I think she gets off on it, to be honest.  
Having men looking at her, feeling they want her.  That's why she doesn't come round here much.  
She can see you're not mesmerised. 
 
PETER (taken aback)  Well – I think she's attractive, as I said.  But I mean, she's your wife.  
And I'm happily married. 
 
DAVE  Exactly.  So you're no good to her. 
 
PETER Dave, I really think . . . (Knock at the back door.  Peter breaks off and goes to answer 
it.  MONA is standing there.  She is in her thirties, clearly older than Mariusz, and quite heavily 
made up, hair carefully styled.)  Oh, hello, come in.  (Steps back to allow her to enter)  How's your 
client? 
 
MONA Oh, I'm going round at 2.  She's completely seized up.  Muscle-spasm round the 
sacro-iliac joints. 
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PETER Sounds nasty. 
 
MONA Very painful, yes.  Unfortunately she's a supermarket manager and she hates her 
job, so she's always dealing with a lot of negative energy, you know? 
 
PETER Right. 
 
DAVE  (standing up)  Hi, I'm Dave.  From number 28. 
 
MONA (shaking his proffered hand)  Hello.  Now you, you radiate positive energy.  I bet 
you're an Aries, aren't you? 
 
DAVE  Well. 
 
MONA I can always tell.  Adventurous, active and outgoing. 
 
PETER Sounds about right. You could add "frequently inebriated". 
 
DAVE  Watch it!  (to Mona) So what d'you charge for a massage, then? 
 
PETER Oy, stop salivating, mate.  Anyway, what would Annabel say? 
 
DAVE  I was only asking! 
 
MONA Yes, I do sometimes get men ringing me up with quite the wrong impression of what 
I do.  Now you, Dave, I think you'd benefit from some work on your neck and shoulders.  I can see 
you do a lot of physical work, you probably get quite stiff. 
 
DAVE  (wriggles his shoulders)  Well, I suppose. 
 
MONA I think I'd try quite a fresh sharp kind of oil – maybe a mixture of lemongrass and 
black pepper. 
 
PETER Sounds like a salad dressing. 
 
CERI  (across the room)  Hi, Mona!  We're running a bit behind, I'm afraid.  (To Mariusz)  I 
wanted to go through a practice test with you.  I think we need to start looking at exam techniques. 
 
MARIUSZ It's OK.  Next time. 
 
MONA That reminds me – he can't do Tuesday  (to Mariusz) can you?  (She crosses into 
the dining area, approaching Mariusz.  Her manner towards him is possessive)  His boss is trying 
to juggle two jobs at once and he's asked Mariusz to work some overtime. 
 
MARIUSZ Yes, I'm sorry.  Can we change the day? 
 
CERI  Hmm.  I'm a bit busy next week.  Wednesday's my Italian class and then we've got 
some old friends coming at the weekend so I've got extra shopping and cleaning to do . . . 
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PETER He could always come back this evening.  You were saying there's nothing on the 
box.  (To Mona)  I've got this damned dinner to go to.  Old Boys' Association.  I'm the secretary, so 
I more or less have to be there, but it bores the pants off Ceri. 
 
CERI  I don't suppose Mariusz is free on a Saturday night, are you? 
 
MARIUSZ Actually, I will study tonight.  Mona, she will go to – what is it? 
 
MONA A hen party. 
 
MARIUSZ Yes, a hen party.  I like this word! Very good picture. Hens all cluck at same time, 
nobody listens to anyone else. 
 
DAVE  That's one for you, mate. If hens were interested in male strippers, it'd be perfect. 
 
MARIUSZ Stripper? Oh, yes, I know. 
 
CERI  (annoyed but trying to keep it light)  When you've quite finished slagging off half the 
human race! 
 
PETER Better watch it, she hates it when people do that 'women all do this, men all like that' 
thing. 
 
MARIUSZ Sorry. It was joke. 
 
MONA (ignoring the digression; to Ceri)  We're meeting at the Crown at eight o'clock and 
going on from there.  I don't expect I'll be back till dawn.  I could drop Mariusz off here on my way 
if you're really free? 
 
CERI  OK.  Why not?  Mariusz? 
 
MARIUSZ Sure.  (He has packed his things into his bag)  I will bring wine, OK?  It's Saturday, 
they go out enjoying themselves, we have to study.  I think we deserve some wine.  Or do you 
prefer vodka?  I have some good Polish vodka. 
 
CERI  No thanks!  We wouldn't get much studying done.  But wine would be nice.  (To Peter)  
I'm so glad I said no to your wretched dinner.  (To Mona)  Last year I went, and the speeches went 
on and on and on.  I timed the last one, and he spoke for twenty three minutes about nothing.  And 
not a joke in sight.  I was sorely tempted to create a diversion by jumping up and ripping all my 
clothes off.  But I'm not sure even that would have shut him up. 
 
PETER It would have given him something to talk about! 
 
DAVE  Well, guess I'd better be making tracks.  Oh, Mariusz, mate, I don't suppose you've 
got time for a quick shuftie at my shower, have you?  It's meant to be a power shower, but it's more 
of a trickle this week. 
 
MARIUSZ Sure, I come.  (To Mona)  It's OK? 
 
MONA Well, . . . 
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DAVE  Don't worry, love, I don't expect owt for nowt.  I'll slip him a bit of cash if it takes more 
than five minutes. 
 
MARIUSZ If it's more than five minutes, I'll come back later. 
 
MONA All right.  Can I wait here, Ceri? 
 
CERI  Sure. 
 
PETER I'll come along too.  We're thinking of getting a new shower, in fact, and I might get a 
few tips. 
 
DAVE  Bye, Ceri.  
 
CERI  Bye. 
 
Exeunt men through back door. 
 
MONA (sits at the table with Ceri)  Men, honestly!  Show them a gadget and they're like little 
boys. 
 
CERI  We really do need a new shower.  Ours must be twenty years old.  We had the 
bathroom done first thing when we moved here, and that was before Ben was born.  (she shakes 
her head)  God, I don't know what it is with today; I keep being reminded how old I am. 
 
MONA You look pretty good. 
 
CERI  Not as good as you.  I haven't got any handsome young toyboys dangling after me. 
 
MONA I hate that expression!  He's not a toyboy. 
 
CERI  Sorry.  I was being envious, not bitchy. 
 
MONA It's not like I'm old enough to be his mother or something. 
 
CERI  Of course not.  Anyway, what does it matter if he doesn't care? 
 
MONA Of course, he's a Leo.  They're usually pretty mature, you know, caring, interested in 
stable relationships. 
 
CERI  (politely)  Really? 
 
MONA I sensed that about him when we first met.  You know, he may be young in this life, 
but I sensed that he was an old soul. 
 
CERI  Sorry? 
  
MONA Someone who had travelled a long way on the path to enlightenment.  There was a 
kind of – recognition. 
 
CERI  I see. 
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MONA As if we had met before in a past life.  Perhaps we had.  You can never be sure, of 
course, but you know how sometimes you meet someone and you just know there's a bond 
between you?  I mean, how else can you explain that feeling? 
 
CERI  Chemistry?  Sex? 
 
MONA No, I'm not just talking about sex.  I mean, take you and me, for instance.  The first 
time I met you I knew you'd become more than just a client.  You have such a warm aura.  Sort of 
– orange. 
 
CERI  Well, if I'd known that I wouldn't have put on a pink blouse.  It must clash horribly with 
my aura! 
 
MONA Oh, I know you think I'm silly, but that's because you spend so much time among 
people with closed minds.  Now you're not really like that.  You could open your mind to other truths 
if you'd let yourself. 
 
CERI  I think we all have to find our own truth.  Yours isn't necessarily mine.  (briskly, 
changing the subject)  Anyway, I'm glad you met Mariusz.  You deserve a bit of happiness after 
Carl. 
 
MONA Oh, don't talk to me about him!  Honestly, you have no idea how lucky you are with 
Peter. 
 
CERI  (affectionately)  Yes, he's not bad, is he? 
 
MONA How's it going since Ben went off?  You said you were hoping to rekindle the 
romance, maybe have a second honeymoon. 
 
CERI  Well, we did manage a restaurant on Valentine's Day.  I had to book the table, of 
course; he's not good at remembering things like that.  If I want a Valentine's card I have to buy 
one myself and give it to him to sign. 
 
MONA Seriously? 
 
CERI  (grins)  Well, no, I didn't quite go that far!  Oh, he's a sweetie, but he's always so busy 
these days.  Meetings nearly every night.  Some weeks we hardly seem to see each other. 
 
MONA Still, you get those long school holidays, don't you? 
 
CERI  (laughs)  The kids get long holidays – staff don't nowadays.  Teaching's very different 
from when I was little.  My dad was a teacher and I saw so much more of him than most of my 
friends did of their fathers.  I was really lucky.  But Peter . .. especially since he became a head.  
He's always so tired.  Oh, I shouldn't complain.  It's because I'm part-time, I suppose.  I feel quite 
fresh in an evening, and he'll come in and sit down and just fall asleep in his chair.  It's a bit 
disappointing sometimes. 
 
MONA Well, I hate to gloat, but that's one of the advantages of a younger man.  Plenty of 
energy. 
 
CERI  Yeah, I'll bet! 
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MONA Hey, hands off! 
 
CERI  Don't worry.  I practically am old enough to be his mother. 
 
MONA That wouldn't stop some women. 
 
CERI  Well, I'm Mrs Matthews, not Mrs Robinson. 
 
MONA What? 
 
CERI  You know, that film with Anne Bancroft and Dustin Hoffman: The Graduate. She's 
Mrs Robinson, he's her daughter's age. 
 
MONA Never seen it. 
 
CERI  You should, it's a classic.  Peter loves stuff like that. 
 
MONA Mariusz likes those sort of arty films – you know, subtitles and funny camera angles 
and long soulful looks and you're never quite sure what's going on.  He made me watch something 
in Polish the other night! 
 
CERI  Don't sound so horrified.  If you stay together, you might want to go there, after all. 
 
MONA Have you tried learning Polish?  It took me all my time to manage 'por favor' and 
'gracias' when we went to Spain. 
 
CERI  Yes, Polish does look a bit of a tongue-twister.  All those consonants.  But that's just 
the spelling.  It's probably much easier to speak than you think. 
 
MONA (her insecurity showing through)  Well, I just hope Mariusz decides to stay here. 
 
CERI  I suppose it's always tougher for couples from different countries.  One of you will 
always be compromising. 
 
MONA He's doing pretty well with his English, isn't he?  That must mean he wants to stay 
here. 
 
CERI  (reassuring her) Not bad. He's working very hard.  And he seems to really like 
England. 
 
MONA He talks about Poland all the time. 
 
CERI  I expect he misses his family. 
 
MONA And the food.  And the weather.  And the movies. And his pet budgie! 
  
CERI  Ah.  Well. (pause)  You know, I went out with a Spaniard for a bit, my first year at uni. 
He was great until he'd had a few glasses of vino, then he'd start going on about Spanish food, 
and Spanish wine, and Spanish football, he even had a thing about Spanish bloody guitar music, 
which I personally find irritating as hell.  
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MONA I suppose you're going to tell me that despite all that, he's been happily settled down 
in England for twenty years? 
 
CERI  It was Wales, actually, I went to Swansea uni, and no, he couldn't stand the rain, in 
the end. Went back to Madrid in my second year.  
 
MONA Thanks. That really helped to cheer me up. 
 
CERI  Well, on the plus side, I wouldn't have started seeing Peter if I'd still been tied up with 
Juan. He was unbelievably sexy, it just couldn't have worked in the long term.  
 
MONA See that's the difference. I think it could with me and Mariusz. I really do. 
 
Voices outside; Peter re-enters. 
 
PETER I think they're sorted.  Mariusz is just coming, Mona.   
 
MONA (rises)  OK.  Did he get it fixed? 
 
PETER Amazingly, yes.  He's pretty good, isn't he?  At first he thought he'd need his own 
tools; he was a bit scornful of Dave's equipment. 
 
CERI  Sounds like Annabel after a couple of drinks! 
 
PETER Oy! 
 
MONA Bye, Ceri.  I'll be seeing you. 
 
She goes.  Peter clears the tea things into the sink. 
 
PETER Phew!  Right.  What's for lunch?  Can I do something? 
 
CERI  There's some vegetable soup in the freezer.  Left-hand end. 
 
PETER Right.  (He exits through the garage door.  Ceri is tidying her books and papers away.  
Peter returns with a tupperware container of soup.)  I hope you didn't mind my suggesting tonight.  
Had you planned a nice lazy evening? 
 
CERI  (affectionately)  Bit late to ask now!  No, it's fine.  He's a very rewarding student.  But 
I'm definitely going to have a bit of a rest this afternoon.  It's been all go this week, and next 
weekend will be hectic.  (She is putting plates on the breakfast bar)  Bread. 
 
PETER Right.  (He takes a wholemeal loaf out of the breadbin)  Mona's got it badly, hasn't 
she?  I can't see that lasting.  He must be ten years younger than her. 
 
CERI  Not that much.  He's older than he looks, and he's very mature - he has a lot of insight, 
sensitivity. He's not just a sexy bloke, you know?  Well, you never know with relationships, of 
course.  But I think she's just been really lonely since Carl left her.  He was a bit of a bastard, I 
gather. 
 
PETER Mariusz seems quite a nice chap.  But he's not that likely to stay, I wouldn't have 
thought.   
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CERI  Don't say that to Mona.  I've just been reassuring her he will. 
 
PETER No problemo.   
 
CERI  Actually, he could be homesick and about to run off back to Poland, or it could be 
they met in a past life and are destined to be together.  She can't make up her mind. 
 
PETER Good God!  I could ask, what mind? 
 
CERI  Don't be mean.  She's a bit muesli and horoscopes, but she knows what she's doing 
with the massage, and she's – nice.  She deserves better than Carl. 
 
PETER D'you know, Dave thinks Annabel's having an affair.  Has she said anything to you? 
 
CERI  Seriously?  No, not a word.  My god, you never can tell about people, can you? I 
know they bicker a bit, but they seem really settled. 
 
PETER (hugging her from behind as she finishes setting out the crockery)  Well, I hope you're 
not planning to run off with anyone.  No-one makes soup like you do. 
 
CERI  Actually I've got my eye on that goodlooking bloke in the newsagent's!  But I'll leave 
you my recipe book, don't worry. 
 
They laugh together. 
 
PETER I've never thought of Annabel as predatory.  But Dave reckons she only likes men 
who fall at her feet.  I'm not high on her list, apparently. 
 
CERI  Well, she's not really your type, is she? 
 
PETER I don't think I've got a type.  Well, except you. 
 
CERI  Audrey Hepburn. 
 
PETER Oh, yes, I meet her every day! 
 
CERI  No, but you know what I mean.  Dark, petite and gamine. 
 
PETER I suppose.  (He is looking in the fridge)  I thought we got some more apple juice. 
 
CERI  We did.  I did. 
 
PETER Can't see it.  (Ceri sighs and shakes her head, goes to the fridge,  takes out the apple 
juice and hands it to him.)  Ah.  Thanks. 
 
CERI  I don't know what you'd do without me. 
 
PETER Starve, probably.  (He sits down at the breakfast bar and pours some juice)  Where's 
that soup? 
 
CERI  Coming up shortly.  (pause)  You know, Peter, we're damn lucky, aren't we? 
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PETER (examining his glass)  This glass has got a crack in it.  Damn!  When did that happen? 
 
Ceri smiles to herself and drops a kiss on his head. 
 
   

CURTAIN 
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ACT 1 Scene Two 
 
Peter is in the dining area, reading a Sunday newspaper.  A cafetiere, cups, milk jug etc. are on a 
tray in the kitchen.  There is a knock at the back door and Peter goes to answer it.  The visitor is 
RAI, smartly dressed and carrying a briefcase. 
 
RAI  Hello. 
 
PETER Do come in. 
 
RAI  (shaking hands)  We have met, but it was quite a few years ago. 
 
PETER I remember. Come on through.  (He leads the way to the dining area)  Would you 
mind sitting in here?  It's just, the living room is where it happened, and I don't think ... 
 
RAI  Of course.  (sits)  Where is she? 
 
PETER Upstairs.  We only got back about - I don't know. It's unbelievable how long it all 
takes.  She'll be down in a minute.  Would you like some coffee? 
 
RAI  Please. 
 
Peter crosses to the kitchen, checks the kettle and pours hot water on the coffee in the cafetiere.  
He carries the tray through and puts it on the dining table.  Rai has opened her briefcase and taken 
out some papers. 
 
PETER Here you go.  Oh, I forgot sugar. I'd better . . . (he turns to go back to the kitchen, but 
Rai stops him) 
 
RAI  It's OK. I don't take sugar. 
 
PETER Biscuit? I'm sorry, I thought I'd got everything organised. My brain doesn't seem to 
be working properly. 
 
RAI  It's OK. Really. The coffee's fine. Why don't you sit down. 
 
PETER (sits, reaches for the coffee, hesitates)  Look, can I leave you and just pop up and 
see how she's getting on? 
 
RAI  Sure.  (He exits through the hall door.  Rai looks round, rises and goes to look out of 
the French window.  She opens the window and breathes in fresh air.  We hear birdsong.)  Very 
nice.  (Shakes her head, closes the window, comes back to the table and pushes the plunger on 
the cafetiere.  Re-enter Peter) 
  
PETER On her way. 
 
RAI  There's no rush.  I'm here as a friend, as much as her solicitor.  Ceri and I go back a 
long way.  D'you want some? (as she pours the coffee) 
 
PETER No, no thanks.  Oh, well, yes, maybe.  (She pours a cup for him; he comes and adds 
milk but does not pick up the cup.  He is on edge and restless.  They remain standing.  Rai drinks.)  
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I must have had about 12 cups in the last 12 hours. Nothing else much for me to do.  It's all the 
waiting around, it really gets you down ... Yes, I was thankful to remember you'd moved back up 
here.  She couldn't cope with a strange lawyer as well as all the rest.  The police, the doctor: I know 
they were just doing their jobs, but it was pretty awful. 
 
RAI  Yes, even nowadays when there's more sympathy for the victim, just going through 
all the red tape is more than some people can handle, when they're already traumatised. Awful for 
you too. I'm so sorry. 
 
PETER You just feel so helpless.  And there's nothing to do. I mean, you feel guilty if you 
even try to do anything normal like read - not that there was anything there to read except 
magazines - god, where do they get those magazines they have in waiting rooms? Does anyone 
actually read them? 
 
RAI  No idea. Yes, I suppose it's like going with someone to A and E. When my father had 
a heart attack my mum and I were kept sitting around for hours, but at least we had each other to 
talk to. 
 
PETER When my mum was dying, I put in a lot of time in hospital corridors. But no, it's not 
the same. Not really.  I just ... There aren't words.  
 
Enter Ceri from the hall.  She is pale but fairly composed. 
 
CERI  Hello, Rai. 
 
RAI  Ceri!   
 
She puts down her cup and they embrace.  Peter steps forward and helps Ceri to sit, treating her 
like an invalid.  Rai also sits but Peter continues to pace about. The conversation that follows 
should be full of hesitations and uncertainties) 
  
CERI  Thank you for coming.  I'm sorry to take up your time on a Sunday. 
 
RAI  Nonsense.  Now look, I've already talked to the police, before I came here.  But I will 
need to go through your statement with you at some point.  It doesn't have to be today.  When you 
feel up to it. 
 
CERI  Have they . . . I mean, what's happened to him? 
 
RAI  They've taken him in for questioning.  I would expect them to charge him when 
they've got the forensics and the medical evidence together. 
 
CERI  Oh, God!  (she puts her head in her hands) 
 
PETER Will they definitely charge him?  I mean, it's her word against his. 
 
RAI  (reluctantly)  Well, you're right, of course.  That's assuming he doesn't confess.  But 
I've seen the preliminary medical report and it supports Ceri's statement.  Clearly intercourse took 
place and there was some bruising.  It's not a lot, granted, no torn clothing for instance, no clear 
defence injuries.  That's why we really need a very strong statement from Ceri. 
 
PETER You'll have that.  The bastard is not going to get away with this. 
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CERI  (quietly)  Peter. 
 
PETER (immediately goes to her)  Yes, love? 
 
CERI  Don't – don't get so angry.  It's not like you. 
 
PETER How the hell do you expect me to feel?  That Polish – shit! – raped my wife. 
 
CERI  I just . . . I need you to be my calm, quiet husband who always keeps his head in a 
crisis.  I can't . . . I can't cope if you change too. 
 
PETER I don't – I'm sorry, but I don't really get you. 
 
RAI  This young man – Marius? – Ceri thought she knew him.  She let him into her home, 
he seemed a nice guy, then suddenly she saw another face, a violent face.  Now you're – 
understandably – showing anger and violence too, and it's too much. 
 
PETER Right.  I'll try . . . (He sits down abruptly)  God! 
 
CERI  (reaches for his hand)  It's OK. 
 
PETER No, it's not OK.  I'm not sure if it'll ever be OK again. 
 
RAI  Both of you, have some coffee, try to take things one step at a time.  It's going to take 
a while.  You can't expect anything to feel remotely normal today, or next week, or the one after.  
But you're both strong people and you have each other.  You will get through this, believe me. 
 
CERI  Thank you.  (She pours herself some coffee and drinks, holding the cup with both 
hands.  The phone rings.  Peter goes to answer it.) 
 
PETER Hello, Peter Matthews. . . Oh, hello, darling. . .  Yes, I know, but I thought it was better 
to e-mail you.  It's not exactly an easy thing to say over the phone. (across to Ceri)  It's Hannah. . 
. No, she's not hurt, not really, just very shocked and – well, you can imagine.  . . I don't think so, 
sweetheart.  (While he is speaking, Ceri drinks coffee and Rai looks through her papers.)  All right, 
if that's what you want.  . . No, I see what you mean, but I'm here, and at the moment we've got 
Rai Devereux here.  Your mum's old uni friend, who became a lawyer. . . All right, ring and let us 
know what time to expect you.  (He rings off) 
She insists on coming home.   
 
CERI  Oh, no, couldn't you have put her off?   
 
PETER Be fair, you couldn't expect her to just carry on as normal.  Don't worry, I'll have a 
word when she gets here and she won't bother you.  But you might actually find her a comfort.  You 
never know. 
 
CERI  It's just not something you want to talk to your daughter about.   
 
PETER Well, she's coming, and I don't think I could stop her.   
 
CERI  (wearily)  Oh, well, then. 
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RAI  Look, I can go now and come back tomorrow if you prefer.  I gather you haven't had 
much sleep. 
 
CERI  Hardly any.  But I wouldn't rest even if you weren't here, so we might as well get on 
with it.  What do you need to know? 
 
RAI  Well, you say in  your statement that Marius - Marius? 
 
CERI  Mariusz 
 
RAI  Right, Mariusz Lipok came round by arrangement, for an English lesson.  Was that 
usual on a Saturday night? 
 
CERI  No.  Usually Saturday afternoons and sometimes one evening through the week. 
 
RAI  So why did you invite him to come this Saturday, specifically when you knew your 
husband would be out?  I'm sorry, but this question will be asked, and we have to have a good 
answer ready. 
 
PETER Actually, it was my idea.  Things got a bit messed about earlier – he came before 
lunch, not after, and it was a bit rushed, and I suppose I was pottering about being a bit of a 
distraction, where I usually go off and watch telly or something when he's here.  Anyway, they 
hadn't finished when Mona came to pick him up, and he's got this exam coming up soon, so I 
suggested he could come back in the evening. 
 
RAI  You're sure about that?  Well, good.  That's great.  That would quickly put paid to any 
innuendos from the defence. 
 
PETER Mona was there too.  And Dave Carrington, our neighbour from number 28.  They 
both heard me. 
 
RAI  Fantastic.  That's really clear.  So, Ceri, what time did Mariusz arrive? 
 
CERI  Just before eight. 
 
RAI  OK.  Now, here's the second tricky bit.  Your statement says he didn't leave until 
nearly eleven.  That's quite a long time for an English lesson. 
 
CERI  Well, we did the exam practice – that took about an hour.  He'd brought a bottle of 
Shiraz and we had a couple of glasses each while we were working.  And then – well, he just 
stayed talking.  There was no reason why he shouldn't. 
 
RAI  So you started drinking during the lesson?  (Ceri nods)  The police say you finished 
the bottle between you.  Did you have anything else? 
 
PETER Is this really necessary?  Mariusz said he'd bring a bottle, I heard him; it was Saturday 
night, for God's sake! 
 
RAI  Precisely.  Most people let their hair down at the weekend.  Look, I'm on your side 
here, but I have to know the truth.  You didn't call the police when he left, you waited until Peter 
came home.  So by the time they did a blood-alcohol test it was going up to one. 
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PETER She couldn't face calling the police.   She was in shock.  But even if she'd had two 
bottles of wine, if she'd been completely paralytic, that wouldn't make it all right for him to . . .  
 
RAI  Of course not.  But it's bound to be a factor.  Ceri, I'm sorry, but think.  How much did 
you have, and how much did it affect you? 
 
CERI  We – I don't know.  I think we shared the bottle fairly equally, over about two hours.  
I wasn't drunk, but I suppose I was a bit tipsy.  But it was only wine.  He had suggested bringing 
some vodka, but I said wine was better.  I'm not much for spirits.  He seemed fine, until . . . 
 
RAI  OK.  That's clear. (She makes a note on the papers in front of her)  And did you do 
anything, anything at all, to lead him on?  I don't mean intentionally, but anything he could have 
misinterpreted?  Like – sit down next to him on the sofa, pat him on the arm – anything? 
 
CERI  Not that I can think of.  It's – hard to remember.  It just seemed like a normal evening, 
you know?  Even when he started – I didn't take it seriously.  I mean, I just thought he was a bit 
more sozzled than he looked, and I thought if I said no, he'd stop.  You do think that, don't you?  I 
mean, it's not the first time some bloke – a friend, a friend's husband – has got a bit too friendly, 
you know, at a party maybe, a bit enthusiastic under the mistletoe at Christmas, but you know it 
doesn't mean anything and you make a joke of it, and that's all there is to it.  They always stop 
when you say no. 
 
RAI  Unfortunately not always.  But I know what you mean.  Men seem to have this built-
in reflex – get a bit pissed, try it on – but they expect to be slapped down.  Most of them'd probably 
freak out if you seemed to be enjoying it.  Most of them. 
 
Loud knocking at the back door.  This is repeated before Peter has answered it.  When he opens 
the door, Mona pushes past him into the kitchen. 
 
MONA (To Ceri, across the room) Have you any idea what you've done?  Have you? 
 
PETER (catching her arm) Hey, hang on. 
 
MONA Let go of me!  (she breaks free and storms across into the dining area)  How could 
you?  He liked you, he thought you were a great teacher.  How could you do this to him?  You 
bitch! 
 
PETER (he has followed her) Now look, we understand you're upset, but watch your 
language. 
 
MONA (rounding on him) What?  Your precious wife has just smashed up a man's life, and 
you're worried about my language?  Well, pardon me for breathing!  I suppose I always was a bit 
common for your tastes, Mr bloody Headmaster. 
 
RAI  (she has risen)  Look, I think we all need to calm down here. 
 
MONA Oh yes? And who might you be then? 
 
RAI  Rai Devereux.  I'm Ceri's solicitor.  And you are? 
 
CERI  This is Mona.  She and Mariusz were – are ...She's my masseuse.  (Every time she 
has spoken so far she is making a visible effort to speak and behave normally.) 
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RAI  I see.  Well, Ms? (She pronounces this correctly: MIZ.) 
 
MONA Lang. 
 
RAI  Ms Lang, I think you can see that Ceri isn't really in a fit state to talk to you right now.  
In fact, I'm not at all sure I'd recommend any further meetings between you till this matter is 
resolved. 
 
MONA This matter?  This matter!  My boyfriend is being branded a criminal because of this 
– crazy woman here.  The best he can hope for is being deported.  (To Ceri)  D'you realise how 
hard he's had to work?  You've no idea, have you, with your nice detached house and your nice 
part-time job, and oh, yes, darling, you want another year at university?  No problem.  Have a gap 
year and go lie on a beach in Thailand?  Fine.  You have no idea how other people struggle and 
scrape. 
 
CERI  (very distressed)  I'm sorry, I'm sorry. 
 
PETER No, Ceri, don't let her get you feeling guilty. 
 
RAI  He's right, Ceri.  You can't make excuses for people just because they're less 
privileged than you. 
 
MONA A lot less privileged.  Not really privileged at all. 
 
RAI  Ms Lang, that might be an argument for leniency in a case of, say, shoplifting or petty 
theft.  But we're talking about rape here. 
 
MONA Bullshit!  We're talking about imaginary rape, dreamed up by this sick cow.  God 
knows why!  Maybe her husband hasn't been giving her enough. 
 
PETER I've already warned you to watch your language.  I think you should leave. 
 
RAI  There's nothing imaginary about it.  Ceri had a full medical exam last night. 
 
MONA What? 
 
RAI  (with satisfaction)  I'm afraid you'll have to face it, your boyfriend certainly did have 
sex with Ceri.  So unless you want to picture a happy mutual romp, the rape charge has to be 
justified. 
 
MONA (shaken)  I don't believe you. 
 
RAI  Either way, he doesn't seem to be worthy of your spirited defence, does he? 
 
CERI  Stop it, Rai. 
 
PETER (losing his antagonism to Mona)  Yes, that's enough.  Mona, I'm sorry.  We're both 
really, really sorry.  We liked Mariusz.  But you can't expect us not to press charges. 
 
MONA No.  (It is not clear if she is answering Peter or still denying what she has heard.) 
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RAI  I really do think it would be better if you left.  And I advise you to get a good solicitor, 
if you still want to help your boyfriend.  Personally, I'd cut my losses and walk away, but that's up 
to you. 
 
MONA (angry again)  I bet you would, you cold-blooded bitch.  (To Peter)  Oh, don't worry, 
I'm going.  I wouldn't stay in this poisonous atmosphere if you paid me.  But I'm sorry for you, Peter.  
You think the sun shines out of Ceri so you've fallen for her sob story.  But I know Mariusz, and if 
it's true they shagged last night, I know who started it and who's to blame.  And one day you'll find 
out I'm right, and it'll break your world into little pieces.  (She stalks off) 
 
RAI  (after a pause)  Phew! 
 
PETER You were a bit hard on her. 
 
CERI  God, it's awful, isn't it?  It just touches everybody!  Of course Peter, but then there's 
Hannah, and Ben.  And poor Mona.   
 
RAI  Never mind Mona.  She's not your problem. 
 
CERI  But she is, don't you see?  She had a horrible divorce about three years ago, when 
her husband just up and left, cleaned out their bank accounts, went off to Spain with some girl half 
his age.  And then she met Mariusz and she was really happy, and OK, maybe it wouldn't have 
lasted, who knows, but this, this is because of me.  Maybe I shouldn't have said anything. (She is 
shaking). 
 
PETER Now, wait a minute . . . 
 
RAI  That's a classic reaction.  You have got to stop thinking about other people.  There's 
nothing you can do for your masseuse.  She's made some lousy choices in men, and she'll have 
to deal with it.  But if you start feeling sorry for everyone else in this case you'll go to pieces in the 
witness box.  I've seen it before. 
 
PETER I think Ceri's had enough for now.  It's a bit early to be talking about court.  If you 
don't mind, I think we both need a bit of breathing space now. 
 
RAI  OK.  Fine.  Ceri, I'll be in touch in a few days, but meanwhile if you want to talk, you've 
got my mobile.  Any time.  I mean it. 
 
CERI  Yes.  Thanks. 
 
Rai packs her things into her briefcase.  Peter escorts her to the door. 
 
RAI  Sorry.  I was pushing too hard.  But I've seen it too often; a victim of assault or rape 
starts feeling guilty about all the collateral damage, and backs down. 
 
PETER Don't worry.  We're not going to back down.  But as you said, today is just too soon.  
Thanks for coming. 
 
RAI  No worries.  And do call me if you need to. As you say, it's a bit early to be talking 
about court, but we'll need to get a good barrister. That can make all the difference. I'll start putting 
out a few feelers, if that's OK? And I'll give you a ring tomorrow, if you'll give me your mobile 
number.  
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PETER Yes, it's - I can never remember. Just a minute. (He takes his mobile from his pocket 
and checks it, showing it to her. She enters the number in her phone) 
 
RAI  Thanks. Just to check in, you know, without bothering Ceri. 
 
PETER Right.  Yes, thanks. Bye. 
 
RAI  Bye.  (Exit.  Peter closes the door behind her and stands for a long moment leaning 
against it, before pulling himself together and heading back to Ceri.) 
 
PETER How are you doing? 
 
CERI  I don't know.  I feel awful about Mona.  I hadn't really thought about her at all.   
 
PETER She's going to have to come to terms with it. 
 
CERI  I know how I'd feel if it were you who'd been accused.  Obviously I wouldn't believe 
it, but . . . it would still turn our whole lives upside down. 
 
PETER It's hardly the same.  She's only known him a few months.  However besotted she is, 
she must realise she doesn't know everything about him. 
 
CERI  Does anyone ever know everything about their partner? 
 
PETER (smiles) Oh, I think I know a bit about you, after twenty four years. 
 
CERI  (rather drearily)  I'm not sure I even know myself. 
 
PETER (worried and not sure how to react)  Come on, sweetheart.  You're exhausted, you're 
traumatised . . . let's stop talking about it.  I don't know – go for a walk? 
 
CERI  I would like some fresh air, but I think I'll just go in the garden for a bit.  I noticed 
yesterday the weeds are pretty rampant. 
 
PETER But it's getting dark!  (she stands and looks at him) Well, if you're sure?  I can always 
get the car out and run us somewhere. 
 
CERI  No, really.  I'll be fine.   
 
She opens the french windows and exits into the garden.  Peter remains standing rather irresolutely 
for a few moments then clears away the coffee things into the kitchen.  He has just done this when 
there is a knock at the back door – Dave's signature knock. 
 
PETER (opening the door)  Hello, Dave.  Look, this isn't the best time, I'm sorry. 
 
DAVE  Yeah, I heard.  That's why I came over. 
 
PETER Already?  Bad news travels fast. 
 
DAVE  Well, we saw the prowl car last night, in fact, and I nearly came across then to see if 
you were OK, but Annabel said better not.  If it had been an ambulance . . . anyway, we were in 
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bed, so I let myself be persuaded, but I was going to come today anyway and then I met that Mona 
woman in the street and she told me all about it. In technicolour. 
 
PETER Oh, god! She 's pretty upset. I'm afraid. 
 
DAVE  I'll say! She practically had sparks coming out of her mouth. Definitely some language 
I hadn't heard in a while. Anyway, you know, thought I'd better come round. 
 
PETER OK, come in for a bit.  Ceri's in the garden.  We've had the solicitor here, and we 
were at the rape centre all night, so we're both pretty knackered.  Not sure I'll be making much 
sense, but . . . 
 
DAVE  If you'd rather be alone – I just wanted to see if there's anything I can do. 
 
PETER No, actually, I don't want to be alone.  It feels mad to sit down and read or watch TV 
or something.  I feel like I'm going crackers. 
 
DAVE  I'll bet.  I'd be wanting to punch somebody. 
 
PETER I want to do more than punch him. I'd like to . . .  (controls himself).  You know, I've 
always been against violence.  Read the kids little lectures when they get into fights at school.  It's 
so easy to talk like that when you're not involved. 
 
DAVE  When it's your wife, it's natural, isn't it?  I mean, for millions of years men have been 
hunters, right, warriors, we'd defend our families, it's, like, in our blood. 
 
PETER I suppose.  But I thought I was civilised. 
 
DAVE  You can't make people civilised overnight.  And to be honest, I'm not sure it's such a 
great thing.  I mean, if this bloke gets convicted, what'll happen to him?  Practically just a slap on 
the wrist these days. 
 
PETER Yes, well, it's a bit early to talk about that.  It might not even come to court.  A lot of 
these cases don't. And if it does, it'll be as bad for Ceri as for him.  That's the horrible thing about 
rape. 
 
DAVE  Yeah.  (pause)  How's she doing? 
 
PETER Hard to say.  She's not really talking much. 
 
DAVE  Annabel says, anything she can do.  She means it too.  She was really upset.  She 
didn't come over because of the kids, but I'm under instructions to say, any time, if Ceri wants to 
talk, you know.  Any time. 
 
PETER Right.  I'll tell her. 
 
Pause. 
 
DAVE  So – fancy a pint, maybe? 
 
PETER Better not.  Ceri's in the garden, as I said.  She might need me. 
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DAVE  Right.  Better not.  (pause)  Your apple tree's got plenty of bloom on it.  You should 
have a good crop this year. 
 
PETER Yes. 
 
DAVE  Our cherry is flippin' useless.  I said to Annabel, I'll give it one more year, and then 
I'll chop it down. 
 
PETER (a flash of his normal humour) That'll teach it! 
 
DAVE  She likes cherries, Annabel.  Says they're her favourite fruit.  But the tree's more 
trouble than it's worth. 
 
PETER I've never tried a cherry.  We used to have that plum, but it died. 
 
DAVE  Bloody fruit trees. 
 
PETER Ceri's really the gardener.  I just do the donkey work: mow the lawn, dig the potatoes. 
 
DAVE  Yeah, Ceri's got green fingers all right.  All those bedding plants she gives us – better 
than anything from a garden centre. 
 
PETER Yes. 
 
Pause. 
 
DAVE  Well, I'd probably better be off.  Sunday, you know. We've had the in-laws over, and 
that always puts Annabel in a tizz. Alice - her mum - is so critical. Never says anything nice but it's 
got a sort of sour aftertaste, know what I mean? Like yes, dear, this is a lovely roast, then she'll go 
on about how she only gets her meat from this butcher in her village, supermarket meat's not really 
the same, is it? Just so you know she's not really enjoying the roast, just being polite. I'd like to 
throttle her sometimes! 
 
PETER Right. Yes. 
 
DAVE  Bye then. 
 
PETER Bye. 
 
Exit Dave.  Peter potters about in the kitchen, opening cupboard doors and closing them again, 
switching the radio on then off again.  Finally he goes back to the dining area and picks up his 
newspaper.  As he opens it, Ceri enters from the garden. 
 
CERI  That blackbird is singing his heart out. 
 
PETER Is he? 
 
CERI  And the blue tits were inspecting our nesting box again. 
 
PETER Good. 
 
Pause.  They look at one another. 
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CERI  Peter, are we going to be OK? 
 
PETER (jumps up and goes to embrace her)  Yes, of course we are.  For better, for worse, 
remember?  We'll always be OK. 
 
CERI  I hope so.  Oh, God, I hope we are. 
 
CURTAIN 
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